Hanalei Moon
By Bob Nelson

F G7 C7 B♭ G A7 D7 C

When you see-e--e--e Hana-lei by moo-oon-li--i--ight

You will be--e in heaven by the sea.

Every bree-e--e--eze, every wave will whi-is-per,

You are mi--i--ine, don’t ever go a-way.

Chorus: Ha-a--na--lei, Hana-lei moon,

Chorus: Ha-a--na--lei, Hana-lei moon,

Instrumental:

A--lo--o-ha no wau-i-a- o-e

change to key of G

When you see-e--e--e Hana-lei by moo-oon-li--i--ight

You will be--e in heaven by the sea.

Every bree-e--e--eze, every wave will whi-is-per,

You are mi--i--ine, don’t ever go a-way.

Chorus: Ha-a--na--lei, Hana-lei moon,

Chorus: Ha-a--na--lei, Hana-lei moon,
A---lo-o-ha no wau- i- a- o- e

(slower tempo):
    . |D7 . . . | . . . . |G . . . |G|
A---lo-o-o-ha no wau- i- a- o- e
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